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Series 4 of Early American Newspapers offers 
several hundred thousand fully searchable issues 
from more than 140 significant 18th-, 19th- and 
20th-century newspapers from all 50 present 
regions of the United States. From the acclaimed 
newspaper collections of the American Antiquarian 
Society, the Library of Congress, Wisconsin 
Historical Society and more than 90 other 
institutions, Series 4 offers newspapers of unique 
historical significance, regional weeklies and big-
city dailies.

Newspapers of special significance
Many of the titles in Series 4 are of special historical significance, including The 
Liberator, William Lloyd Garrison’s powerful anti-slavery newspaper. Others include the 
New Orleans Daily Creole, the first African-American daily newspaper in America; the 
Springfield Republican, known for its high literary quality; and the Gaceta de Texas, the 
first newspaper in Texas.

Regional weeklies and metropolitan newspapers
In addition to many titles that highlight important themes and eras in American 
history, Series 4 includes the New York Herald, Boston Evening Transcript, Charleston 
Courier, Albuquerque Journal, Salt Lake Telegram, the Philadelphia North American and 
many others. 

Superior bibliographic control
Like other Early American Newspaper series, Series 4 offers many significant titles listed 
in Clarence S. Brigham’s “History and Bibliography of American Newspapers, 1690-1820” 
and other authoritative bibliographies. Bibliographic control for post-1820 titles in 
Series 4 comes from Winifred Gregory’s “American Newspapers 1821-1936: A Union List 
of Files Available in the United States and Canada.” A distinguished academic advisory 
board of librarians, curators and historians supervised the title selection process, 
considering the historical significance of each newspaper and the diverse political 
positions of the period. 

An Archive of Americana® collection
As part of the America’s Historical Newspapers, Early American Newspapers, Series 4 
shares a common interface with all other newspaper series from Readex. Additionally, 
all America’s Historical Newspapers series are cross-searchable with all other Archive of 
Americana® collections.

For more information or to arrange a product trial, contact Readex at 
800.762.8182 or sales@readex.com.

Quick Facts

• Early American 
 Newspapers, Series 4 
 presents more than  
 140 historical American  
 newspapers

• Expanded coverage from 
 every region of the  
 United States
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 Winifred Gregory and  
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• Easily view, magnify
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